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Abstract

Depth Range Shift and Compression

for Real-Time Depth-of-Field Rendering

In computer graphics, many post-processing methods have been studied to

approximate depth-of-field rendering in real-time. A multi-layer based rendering

method eliminates problems such as intensity leakage and depth discontinuity,

seen in a single-layer method. However, this method has artifacts such as

boundary discontinuities that show blurred occlusion pixels. GPU-based

pyramidal image processing eliminates the boundary discontinuity in real-time,

but has the problem that the focus area is blurred because the color of the

blurred layer flows into the focused layer. This paper presents a multi-layer

rendering algorithm for high-quality depth-of-field effects, which significantly

improves GPU-based pyramidal image processing. The algorithm for quality

improvement introduces two methods. First, the depth range shift and

compression method eliminates artifacts with blurred focus areas. Second, the

circle of confusion (CoC) based blurring method reflects real-camera

characteristics such as lens and aperture. Our algorithm maintains sharp images

of the focus area to provide a natural depth-of-field, while achieving real-time

performance similar to GPU-based pyramidal image processing.

Keywords: Depth Range Shift, Depth Range Compression, Depth-of-Field,

Real-Time Rendering
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Depth-of-field is one of the real-camera effects, in which the object in the

focus area looks sharp and the out-of-range object is blurred. Unlike a real

camera, pinhole model-based computer graphics do not have a depth-of-field

effect. However, the depth-of-field can induce the attention within the scene and

give a more realistic, so efforts to intentionally generate it are necessary.

We use an image-based post-processing method to render real-time

depth-of-field. In general, post-processing methods are classified into

single-layer methods [1-3] and multi-layer methods [4-10]. The single-layer

method uses thin-lens models [1] to calculate the circles of confusion for each

pixel depth, and blurs based on the size of the circle of confusion. This method

achieves depth-of-field with simple computations but has artifacts such as

intensity leakage and depth discontinuity. The multi-layer method was

introduced to eliminate the artifacts of the single-layer method. This method

generates depth-of-fields by separating layers according to pixel depth.

Therefore, the multi-layer method eliminated artifacts such as intensity leakage

and depth discontinuity seen in the single-layer method, but this method has the

artifact as boundary discontinuity in which blurred occlusion pixels are

visualized.

To solve this problem, GPU-based pyramidal image processing [7] can be
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Fig 1. Example generated with our depth-of-field method.

used to eliminate boundary discontinuity in real-time. However, GPU-based

pyramid image processing has an inverse-blending process for separate layers

with opacity-weighting. This process generates artifacts with blurred focus

areas because the color of the blurred layer flows into the focus layer. Artifacts

with blurred focus areas are a major cause of degrading image quality.

This paper presents a real-time multi-layer rendering algorithm that

eliminates artifacts of GPU-based pyramidal image processing [7] for quality

improvement. Our approach extends the previous work [7] proposed by Kraus.

Two main problems of previous work inspired us. First, the focus area is

blurred because the color of the blurred layer flows into the focus layer. Second,

the degree of blurring of previous work is different from the degree of blurring
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of depth-of-field through a real-camera. We eliminate artifacts with blurred

focus areas through depth range shift and compression algorithms. Furthermore,

we propose a method of reflecting physical characteristics with a degree of

blurring proportional to the circles of confusion (CoC). Our algorithm maintains

sharp images of the focus area to provide a natural depth-of-field, while

achieving real-time performance similar to previous work. Figure 1 shows the

depth-of-field result image generated by our method.
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2. Background and Related Work

2.1 Multi-Pass Method

The distributed ray-tracing method [11] is a method of pixel sampling by

randomly distributing various rays in a pixel area. This method extends the

concept of ray-tracing in pinhole cameras. The accumulation buffer method [12]

generates the final image by adding the results from each rendering at various

points in the lens. Both methods produce realistic depth-of-field effects, but

these methods are time-consuming because these methods need to be rendered

at many points in time. Also, both methods render objects directly, so they are

classified as object-based and are dependent on geometric complexity.

2.2 Post-Processing Method

In computer graphics, depth-of-field post-processing methods have been

studied continuously. The post-processing method is less accurate than

multi-pass rendering [11, 12], but it is mainly used in applications such as

software and games that require real-time performance due to the low

computational cost. The post-processing methods are classified into single-layer

method and multi-layer method according to the number of layers used.
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In the case of the single-layer method, the thin-lens model [1] is used to

calculate the circle of confusion for each pixel depth and blur based on the size

of the circle of confusion. The single-layer methods have artifacts such as

intensity leakage and depth discontinuity. In the case of the multi-layer method,

the depth-of-field is generated by separating the layers according to the depth

of the pinhole image [13]. The advantage of the multi-layer method is that no

artifacts such as intensity leakage or depth discontinuity appear in the

single-layer method. However, the multi-layer method has artifacts, such as

boundary discontinuity, where blurred occlusion pixels are visible at the focused

object boundary.

In order to eliminate for boundary discontinuity, Barsky [4] studied the

interpolation of image edges into neighboring pixels through edge detection [14].

Similarly, Kosloff [5] extended the area by the heat diffusion equation [15] on

the object of the focus layer. The extended pixel value is obtained as the

weighted average of the object blur value and the external layer blur value.

Both methods can eliminate boundary discontinuity, but not accurate because the

occluded pixel is approximated. In order to improve accuracy, the method of

restoring occluded pixels with depth peeling method [6] and the method of filling

pixels with holes around the boundary with the PatchMatch method [17] have

been studied. However, high computational costs made it difficult to achieve

real-time performance. Recently studies [10] have been made to reduce the

computational cost by creating disocclusion buffers, but it still takes a long time.

On the other hand, Kraus [7] proposed a pyramidal image processing method

with a low accuracy but real-time performance. The method uses a GPU-based
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pyramidal image interpolation [18, 19] to fill in occlusion pixels from neighboring

pixels.

2.3 Pyramidal Image Processing

Kraus [7] developed from the Barsky [4] using GPU-based pyramidal image

processing. The GPU-based pyramidal image processing quickly eliminate the

boundary discontinuity in which occluded pixels of the focused object boundary

is visible. In addition, GPU-based pyramidal image processing eliminates partial

occlusion by approximating occluded pixels (artifacts that are partially visible in

the background when the foreground object is blurred).

The depth-of-field generation method of Kraus [7] is a post-processing

process that consists of five processes: culling, disocclusion, matting, blurring

and blending. Each detailed process is introduced as follows:

Culling The depth value() to divide each sub-image() is calculated. If the

depth of the pixel is  <  , the pixel is discarded.

Disocclusion Interpolation of neighboring colors to occluded points to

eliminate the generation of boundary discontinuity in occluded pixels [19].

Matting The degree of blurring changes sharply at the boundary. In order to

eliminate unnatural artifacts, an opacity-weight is determined for each

sub-image. The matting function for the opacity weight is defined as

∈  .
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Blurring Using the pyramid-based box filter proposed by Kraus & Strengert

[18], we blur each sub-image according to 
  ×× .

Blending Each sub-image is blended based on the calculated opacity-weight

to produce the final result, the depth-of-field effect.
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Fig 2. Overview of our approach: Based on the Kraus pipeline [7], depth range

shift and compression add before culling and CoC-based separable Gaussian

filtering perform(Yellow box).

3. Algorithm

The overall pipeline including the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

We propose the depth-of-field rendering algorithm extends based on Kraus [7]

post-processing process. Our algorithm not only inserts depth range shift and

compression algorithms before culling but also replaces blurring with CoC-based

separable Gaussian filtering. As a result, our algorithm can eliminate artifacts

with blurred focus areas and have accurate degree of blurring to obtain natural

depth-of-field. The following describes the detailed process of the proposed

algorithm among the overall pipeline.
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3.1 Eliminating Focus Area Artifacts using Depth Range

Shift and Compression

Kraus [7] generates the final depth-of-field image by inverse-blending the

blurred layer. However, when an object is included in many layers, the color of

the blurred layer flows into the focused layer. In order to eliminate the artifacts,

we present the process of applying the post-processing by obtaining the depth

range of objects included and shifting & compressing the depth value.

3.1.1 Layering

The depth coordinates() used to separate the layers are calculated

according to Equation 1 [7]. Equation 1 determines in which layer the pixel is

included. If the depth of pixel is  <  , it is determined to be a pixel not

belonging to layer and the pixel is discard.

for  

        (1)
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Fig 3. The matting function [7].

In Equation 1,  is the length from the lens to the focused area, 
 is

the degree of blurring approximating circles of confusion in Kraus [7], and  is

the image-space scale.

3.1.2 Depth Range Shift and Compression

To eliminate the unnatural phenomenon (the degree of blur suddenly changes

at the layer boundary), Kraus[7] sets opacity-weigth to  ∈  for each

layer. The matting function application layer has an opacity-weight of 1

(maximum). The surrounding layers (front and back layers) have an

opacity-weight proportional to the depth value.

The surrounding layer contains the pixel values of the focus layer according
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Fig 4. Depth range shift and compression conceptual diagram and matting

image. (left) Matting image before applying algorithm, (right) Matting image

with depth range shift and compression applied
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to opacity-weigth. The surrounding layer is blurred and blended with the focus

layer. Therefore, the focus area has blurry artifacts because the blurred pixel

values flow into the focus layer. The key to preventing such blurring

opacity-weights from leaking is to avoid receiving the weight of  , the front

image of . Figure 4 shows the contents of the depth range shift and

compression.

In order to prevent the focus layer() from being affected by the blurred

front layer( ), we need to detect the depth of the front layer and avoid the

influence of opacity-weights. The opacity-weight of   affects the front layer

( ) and the focus layer(). However,   does not need to detect depth.

Because it does not affect . The focused layer() does not blur but needs to

detect the depth because it is affected by the opacity-weight of  . That is,

need the depth of   and .

For depth range shift and compression, Depth value of focus layer() and

front layer( ) is detected from the separated depth coordinates() accor

ding to Equation 1. Then, pixel depth values in the range   to  are co

mpressed to a depth value of .

As a result, the pixels in the focus layer() are not affected by the opacit

y-weights of the front layer( ). Therefore, the object in the focus area ma

intains a sharp image well. In addition, this algorithm does not cause distortio
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Fig 5. A comparison of focused result images before (right) and after (left)

applying depth range shift and compression

n because it shift and compresses the depth value of the object after the proj

ection, not the geometry change. Figure 5 shows an example of comparing th

e resulting images before and after applying depth range shift and compressio

n.
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Fig 6. Circles of Confusion of Potmesil lens model [1].

3.2 CoC-based Separable Gaussian Filtering

For blurring of each layer, Kraus [7] applied pyramidal-based box filter by

using 
  ××  ≠

   as kernel size. However, this method

does not reflect the camera body characteristics such as lens and aperture,

causing a difference from the physical-based depth-of-field. This chapter

introduces CoC-based separable Gaussian filtering that follows the physical

characteristics of the camera. The idea comes from the fact that Potmesil [1]

uses a thin-lens model to obtain a blur size for each pixel depth. In addition,

the original Gaussian blur has a rotationally symmetric characteristic, which can

be separated into two independent one-dimensional calculations, Therefore, the

pixel accelerates to the operation of O() instead of the operation of O( ).
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3.2.1 CoC-based Kernel Size

Depth-of-field is determined by the distance from the camera to the point of

focus and the characteristics of the lens. Although the lens of a real-camera is

designed to collect light at a point where light is refracted, this paper uses a

thin lens model [1] proposed by Potmesil.

In this lens model, the depth-of-field is characterized by three major

apertures: the f-number, the focal length, and the focal distance. The smaller

the aperture value, the shorter the focal length of the lens, or the greater the

distance between the object and the lens, the deeper the depth-of-field.

In Figure 6, the out of focus point is projected as a circle rather than a point

on the image plane, which is called the circle of confusion. The size of the

circle of confusion determines the sharpness of the image. The degree of blur is

represented by the diameter of the circle of confusion, and the smaller the

radius of the circle of confusion, the higher the sharpness of the image.

Therefore, a smaller circle of confusion appears to be in focus, and a larger

circle of confusion makes the object image more blurred. The following shows

the process of determining the degree of blurring in proportion to the size of the

circle of confusion in the degree of blurring of the layer.

In Figure 6,  forms a point on the image plane, while  projects a circle
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in proportion to the distance of | - |. Therefore, the radius of circles of

confusion() is expressed as follows (Equation 2).

To obtain the degree of blur in the layer in Equation 2, use the depth

coordinate  of the layer instead of the  of the length to the focused area

Equation 3.

Also, the size of the screen space ( ) is multiplied to obtain the blur

kernel size on the screen (Equation 4). [  : Focal length ]

In equation (4),  means focal length and  means f-number.

   


 
 


(2)

     



 
 


(3)

     



 
 




 (4)
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Fig 7. A comparison of foreground images before(right) [7] and after(left)

applying CoC-based separable Gaussian filtering

  is the blur kernel size on the screen, and   is proportional to the layer

kernel size   to determine the degree of blurring of each layer (Equation 5).

This method is adaptive depth-of-field considering both focal length and

f-number, and approximates physical characteristics by using the size of circle

of confusion in proportion to the blur. Therefore, the natural depth-of-field effect

is shown.

Figure 7 shows the result of using the CoC-based kernel size, which shows

  ∝   (5)
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the degree of blurring reflected differently due to the accurate blur size.
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Fig 8. Depth-of-field result image

using CoC-based separable Gaussian filtering

3.2.2 Separable Gaussian Filtering

Kraus [7] apply a pyramidal-based box filter to blur each layer. However,

box filters are not well suited for depth-of-field, as they have soft edges or

soften the overall result. Therefore, we replace the pyramidal-based box filter

with separable Gaussian filtering.

The Gaussian filter replaces the value of the current pixel using the weighted

average of the value of the source pixel and the neighboring pixel. The closer

to the source pixel, the larger the weight, and the farther it is, the smaller the

weight. Thus, the soft effect of the existing pyramid-based box filter can be

removed. In addition, Gaussian filter has a rotationally symmetric characteristic
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that can be separated into two independent one-dimensional calculations.

Therefore, in the first step, the image is blurred using a horizontal axis or

vertical axis one-dimensional kernel, and in the second step, it is accumulated

using the one-dimensional kernel of the remaining axis. This accelerates to O

() execution time instead of O( ) execution time, reducing the amount of

computation.

Finally, blur the kernel size based on circle of confusion by separable

Gaussian filtering. Thus, the quality of the rendering is improved by reducing

the difference between the blur of the physical-based depth-of-field (Figure 8).
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4. Results

4.1 Performance

The proposed method is implemented on Intel Core i7-3700 3.40GHz and

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti. In addition, the layer of the proposed method is

fixed to 6. The scene used a total of two (Spo;nza[Triangles. 262, 267], Buddha

[Triangles. 181, 1644]).

Figure 9 compares the performance of the proposed method with the

accumulation-buffer method, GPU-based single-layer post-processing method

Lee [3], and Kraus [7]. The performance on the reference (accumulation buffer

method) [12] is 38 ms, Lee et al [3] is 0.7 ms, Kraus et al[7] is 17ms and Our

method is 16ms in the Sponza model. In addition, the performance on reference

(accumulation buffer method) [12] 26 ms, Lee et al [3]. 0.5 ms, Kraus et al. [7]

The speed of 18ms and Ours method 16ms in the Buddha model.

The performance of this method is slower than that of GPU-based

single-layer method, but it is improved compared to Accumulation-buffer

reference method [12]. Therefore, real-time rendering is possible. Our method

(white bar) shows similar or improved performance compared to the Kraus

method (gray bar), even though the depth range shift and compression step is

added. This is because the computation cost is very low since only the depth
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value of the object is shifted after the projection, not the geometry shift, and

accurate blur accuracy can be obtained through CoC-based separable Gaussian

filtering.

This separates the Gaussian blur into two independent one-dimensional

calculations. This is accelerated by two N operations instead of N by N

operations per pixel. Also, the calculation cost is very low because only the

depth value of the object is shifted and compressed after the projection

transformation, not the geometry shift.
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Fig 9. Performance comparison in terms of time
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4.2 Rendering Quality

The images are evaluated with PSNR(Peak Signal-to-noise ratio) and

SSIM(Structural Similarity Index) for quality comparisons [20]. PSNR is an

indicator that quantifies the difference of pixel values between images, and

SSIM is a visual similar indicator by comparing the structure, contrast, and

brightness. Figure 10 compares the depth-of-field generated by our method with

the depth-of-field of the previous work. Previous work is the multi-pass

method(accumulation buffer) [12], GPU-based single-layer method [3], and Kraus

[7]. The number of layers in our proposed method was fixed to 10, and the

focus range was set to the Lion&back buddha.

When the result image generated by the proposed method is compared with

the result image generated by the post-processing method, the difference

between the focus image(Lion, back Buddha) and the foreground image(Flower

pot, front Buddha) can be confirmed. For example, Kraus focus image shows

Artifacts that the focus area is blurred because the color of the blurred layer

flows into the focused layer. However, the focus image of the proposed method

has a sharp image similar to the accumulation buffer focus image by removing

artifacts. In addition, the foreground image of Kraus does not take into account

the characteristics of the real camera, resulting in low accuracy blurring. On the

other hand, the foreground image of the proposed method differs from the Kraus

method in blurring, and due to the circle of confusion-based kernel size, the

foreground image has a blurring similar to that of the accumulation-buffer
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foreground image.

The resulting image (Sponza scene) generated by the method of this paper

shows an improvement of PSNR 118%/SSIM 101%, PSNR 124%/SSIM 103%

compared to the result image generated by Lee [3] and Kraus [7] method. The

result is a natural depth-of-field with a quality of PSNR 38.848dB/SSIM 0.99.

Table 1 shows the rendering quality compared to the accumulation-buffer

method [12](For various comparisons, the proposed algorithm is divided into

parts and all.). D of the proposed method is a depth-of-field with only depth

range shift and compression of the algorithm, and DC is a depth-of-field with

all the method proposed.

In the proposed method D, which only applied depth range shift and

compression, the rendering quality of the Sponza model is PSNR 35.18 / SSIM

0.97 for the front focus and PSNR 34.40 / SSIM 0.96 for the back focus. The

rendering quality of the Buddha model is PSNR 32.15 / SSIM 0.97 for the front

focus and PSNR 32.88 / SSIM 0.97 for the back focus.

In the final DC with all algorithm, the rendering quality of the Sponza model

shows PSNR 38.10 / SSIM 0.99 for the front focus and PSNR 38.84 / SSIM

0.99 for the back focus. The rendering quality of the Buddha model is PSNR

34.17 / SSIM 0.98 for the front focus and PSNR 34.78 / SSIM 0.98 for the back

focus.
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Sponza Buddha
Focus Front Back Front Back
Lee[3] 0.96/33.16 0.97/32.84 0.96/31.98 0.95/30.19
Kraus[7] 0.97/33.45 0.95/31.22 0.97/32.08 0.97/32.86
Ours:D 0.97/35.18 0.96/34.40 0.97/32.15 0.97/32.88
Ours:DC 0.99/38.10 0.99/38.84 0.98/34.17 0.98/34.78

Table 1. Rendering quality comparison (SSIM/PSNR[dB])

Both D (depth range shift and compression) and C (circle of confusion-based

Gaussian blur) demonstrated quality improvement. In addition, C has more

rendering quality contributions than D. This result show to be because depth

range shift and compression is partially applied to the image, whereas circle of

confusion based Gaussian filtering is applied to the entire image.
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Fig 10. A comparison of depth-of-field images (left-focused i

mage, right-foreground blurred image) : (a,e) The accumulatio

n buffer reference method [12], (b,f) Lee et al. [3], (c,g) Krau

s et al. [7] (d,h) Ours(Depth range shift and compression + C

oC-based separable Gaussian filtering)
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Table 2 and Figure 11 are the table and depth-of-field result image

comparing the rendering quality according to the quantization level. In order to

measure the rendering quality according to the quantization level, the

measurement was divided into 6, 8, and 10 (most commonly used layers). The

scene uses the Sponza model and the Buddha model, and the focus is on the

lion on the Sponza model and the buddha object in the back on the Buddha

model.

In Table 2, the rendering quality of the Sponza model shows PSNR 36.580 /

SSIM 0.973 for layer 6, PSNR 38.772 / SSIM 0.991 for layer 8, and PSNR

37.022 / SSIM 0.990 for quantization level 10. The rendering quality of Buddha

model is PSNR 30.130 / SSIM 0.950 for layer 6, PSNR 34.177 / SSIM 0.984 for

layer 8, and PSNR 34.405 / SSIM 0.986 for quantization level 10.

The quality comparison according to the quantization level is as follows. if

the quantization level is increased, the rendering quality is improved. However,

if the quantization level is increased to some extent, the rendering quality may

be similar or a little lower. For example, in Sponza model, 8 layers have the

best rendering quality, and as the layers increase, the rendering quality

decreases or is similar. In the Buddha model, an increase from 6 layers to 8

layers greatly improves rendering quality. However, the increase from 8 layers

to 10 layers is similar but with a slight increase in quality.

As a result, the rendering quality improves as the quantization level

increases. However, when a certain level of quantization is reached, increasing
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SSIM PSNR
Ours (layer 6) 0.973 36.580 dB
Ours (layer 8) 0.991 38.772 dB
Ours (layer 10) 0.990 37.022 dB

Table 2. Quality comparison table

(First table: Buddha, Second table: Sponza)

SSIM PSNR
Ours (layer 6) 0.950 30.130 dB
Ours (layer 8) 0.984 34.177 dB
Ours (layer 10) 0.986 34.405 dB

quantization level does not improve rendering quality. Also, the quality according

to the quantization level is different for each model.
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Fig 11. Comparison of rendering quality

by quantization level.
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5. Conclusion

We propose a method to eliminate artifacts based on a multi-layer method

using pyramidal image processing and a blurring method to reduce the

difference between the degree of blurring of physically-based depth-of-field.

GPU-based pyramid image processing [7] has an inverse-blending process for

separate layers with opacity-weighting. This process generates artifacts with

blurred focus areas because the color of the blurred layer flows into the focus

layer. The artifacts with blurred focus area are eliminated by shifting and

compressing the depth value of the depth map through depth range shift and

compression algorithms.

In addition, GPU-based pyramid image processing [7] uses a kernel size that

is simply increased by a factor of two, which is different from the degree of

blurring of the physical-based depth-of-field. Therefore, we obtained the circle

of confusion using a thin-lens model, and we decided the blur kernel size

proportional to linear in order to improve rendering quality. Then, we accelerated

to blurring by the separable Gaussian filtering for rendering performance.

We show a significant improvement in rendering quality with similar

rendering performance compared to the Kraus [7]. In particular, the focus area

of our depth-of-field has a sharp area similar to the accumulation-buffer focus
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area by eliminating artifacts. In addition, the circle of confusion based blurring

has a degree of blurring similar to the foreground image of the real-camera.
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6. Limitations

The proposed method uses only the image generated by the pinhole camera.

This generated image does not have all the information seen by a real-camera

lens (For example, this method does not contain enough information about the

object that is hidden in the foreground image). So, the proposed method

approximates the occluded pixels in the neighboring pixel, but the approximated

pixels are inaccurate information. To get accurate image information, we find

out about the occluded area before rendering. Then, we can think of how to

apply post-processing with additional rendering.

In addition, the blurring process of the proposed method becomes more

expensive as the blur kernel size increases. Therefore, the proposed blurring

method cannot render in real-time as the blur kernel size increases. To solve

this problem, the blur method is determined differently according to layers. For

example, we can solve the problem by using the proposed circle of confusion

based on Gaussian blur for the layer with a small blur kernel size and using

mipmap blur for the layer with large blur kernel size.

As another limitation, the depth range shifting and compression algorithm

have a disadvantage in that the focus area is increased because the pixel values

of the front layer move to the focus layer. Our future research will explore

ways to solve the limitations.
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논문요약

실시간 필드심도 렌더링을

위한 깊이 범위 이동 및 압축

이제선

전자전기컴퓨터공학과

성균관대학교

필드심도 효과란 현실 카메라 효과 중 하나로 초점 범위 내 객체는 선명하게 보

이고, 범위 외 객체는 뿌옇게 초점이 맞지 않는 현상을 말한다. 현실 카메라와는 다

르게 일반적으로 이를 추상화하여(대표적으로 핀홀 모델) 사용하는 컴퓨터 그래픽

스에서는 필드심도 효과를 얻지 못한다. 하지만 필드심도 효과는 장면 내에서 시선

을 유도하고, 보다 현실감 있는 느낌을 줄 수 있어 사실감 있는 렌더링을 위해 의

도적으로 생성하기 위한 노력이 필요하다. 필드심도 효과를 실시간 렌더링하기 위

해서는 이미지 기반의 후처리 기법을 주로 사용하며, 대표적으로 단일 레이어 접근

법, 멀티 레이어 접근법등이 있다. 단일 레이어 접근법은 얇은 렌즈 모델을 사용하

여 각 픽셀 깊이에 대한 착란원을 계산하고, 착란원의 사이즈를 기반으로 블러한다.

멀티 레이어 접근법은 픽셀 깊이에 따라 이미지의 레이어를 나누고, 각 레이어별로

블러 처리된 다음 결합되어 필드심도를 생성한다. 후처리 기법들은 오프라인 시뮬

레이션 기법에 비해 정확도가 떨어지나, 연산 비용이 상당히 적기에 실시간 성능을

요구하는 게임 등의 애플리케이션에서 주로 활용되고 있다. 본 논문은 실시간 렌더

링을 목표로 멀티 레이어 접근법을 근간으로 한다. 멀티 레이어 접근법은 단일 레
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이어에서 보이는 강도 누출이나 깊이 불연속과 같은 아티팩트를 보완하지만, 객체

경계 부분에서 블러 된 폐색 픽셀이 가시화되는 경계 불연속과 같은 아티팩트를 보

인다. 이 문제를 해결하기 위해 하드웨어 기반 피라미드 이미지 보간법을 이용하면

실시간으로 경계 불연속을 제거할 수 있다. 그러나 객체가 여러 레이어에 포함되어

있는 경우 분리된 레이어들이 역방향으로 블렌딩되면서 블러링된 레이어의 색이 초

점 된 레이어으로 흘러들어와 흐려지는 결과를 초래한다. 이는 이미지 품질을 저하

시키는 큰 원인이기 때문에 제거되어야 한다. 본 논문에서는 초점 영역이 흐려지는

아티팩트를 오브젝트의 깊이 범위 이동과 압축으로 제거한다. 또한, 얇은 렌즈 모델

을 사용하여 착란원에 비례한 커널 사이즈가 현실 카메라 특성을 반영하지 않는 기

존의 커널 사이즈를 대신하여 물리 기반 필드심도의 블러 정도와의 괴리를 줄인다.

최종적으로, 초점 영역이 날카로운 이미지를 잘 유지하여 상당한 품질 향상을 보이

면서도 실시간 렌더링이 가능하다.

주제어: 깊이 범위 이동, 깊이 범위 압축, 필드심도, 실시간 렌더링
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